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@lma @lter Plastic Kitchen 
The @lma @lter Plastic Kitchen is a performative installation, which essense is the experimenting of
the borderlines of primarity and secondarity, fisicity and aestheticity, biologity and spirituality. The
visual image will be created by combining and separating of various elements, which the five actors
will be working with. The elements will be a set of allimentary products, the combination of which will
have an "idea"-tive character. The kitchen elements (such that have not gone through thermic
treatment and not have been semi-manufactured) will NOT be used in their typical consumable's
essense, but will be used as substances of visual energy. Their primary purpose - the fulfilling of
fysical human needs - will be neglected with the aim of the fulfilling of secondary such -
spiritual-aesthetical. The function will be turned into an option. The actors, with the help of the
elements, will create unique plastic visions and unique visual effects, which, in the very moment of
their constructing, will be de-constructed. These deconstructions will yield new constructions, that is,
they will actually be the nucleus itself, the core of the happening. Another five artists will be creating
the frame around the happening - a musician, a painter, a poet, a photographer and a critic - they
will be partial observers and reflectors of the happening. 
@lma @lter Plastic Kitchen' Frame
1. musician - he will be the one, who, during the creating of the plastic installation, will enrich
audially the musical (the noisy) side of the happening. The musical score will be created
authentically as a reflection of the visual-sensitive environment. 
2. painter - o n the walls of the white room there will be glued white sheets of paper, o n which the
artist (painter) will, using a charcoal, transform in his own subjective way, the happening. He, o n the
other hand, through graphic means of expression, will form the visual space. 
3. poet - he will use the pallette of his sensory sensations and will transform them through the
means of expression of poetic word, o n small white square pieces of paper. 
4. photographer - he will record fragments of the structural combinations, which will constantly be
in-built (constructed) and destructed. His aim will be the maximal precising of the process of
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constructing of the whole through its deconstruction. 
5. critic - he will be the one to comment o n the successfully and unsuccessfully used possibilities of
the happening. 
The frame will give borderlines of the structure, its purpose will be the "catching" of uniqueness and
the achieving of a possible status of duration. This durable status (photographs, pieces of poetry,
graphics, pieces of critique) will be transmitted to the Talk Studio for comments and analyses. The
frame will reflect the personal reflections of the artists on abstract visions (pictures), which will be full
of colours, forms, odours and contents. 
Both the installation itself and the adjacent to it frame will be situated in the Life Studio. In the middle
of its space the five actors will be setting up a structure which will be containing the described above
alimentary products. And the five artists, who will be the ones to configure the frame, will move
freely in this space. They will be searching for interesting points of views to the happening. Their
movement will have a direction from the outside towards the inside, that is: their actions will be
provoked by an object from the outside, the happening will pass through an authentic inner process
and, through the techniques, which each artist masters, he/she will transcend it to the space outside
of him(her)self in the form of a photograph, drawing, poem etc.
The performance relies on dynamically changing environment and the attempt for "catching" of it.
The completed installation will be ready for use (consumption) by the studios, by observers and
passing-by people. The performance will be held just once and will take about 60 min. The project
does not suggest a preliminary "designation" through sketches and is not in possession of
photographs or DVD materials, because of the character of its happening. Any sketches,
photographs and DVD materials, made during the happening, will not give any idea about any
further (a continuation of the above-described) happening. 
The five actors, who will be constructing the "@lma @lter Plastic Kitchen Installation" will be: Petia
Iosifova, Stoil Atanassov, Vassilena Georgieva, Evgeni Ovchinnikov, Nikola Ginev.
The five artists who will be configuring the frame of the "@lma @lter Plastic Kitchen Installation" will
be: musician - Manuel Lopez, painter - Valeria Tsankova, poet - Todor Stoyanov, photographer -
Julia Tsvetkova, critic - Nikolay Georgiev 
Director/conductor of the "@lma @lter Plastic Kitchen Installation" - Petia Iosifova 
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Alma Alter Theater Group

project overview
Theatre-laboratory "@lma @lter"
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Address: Theatre-laboratory "@lma @lter"
SU "St. Kliemnt Ohridski"
15 Tzar Osvoboditel Blvd, 
Sofia 1504
Bulgaria
E-mail: almaalter@yahoo.com
Date of forming the company: April, 2000 Name of director: Nikolay Georgiev
The theatre of Sofia University - the national Bulgarian university - is founded in 1968. Due to
ideology considerations it is later shut down. After more than 30 years it is restored by its founder -
the director Nikolay Georgiev, who has always been in the avant-garde of the Bulgarian
experimental theatre. The Theatre-laboratory "@lma @lter" penetrates into and researches the
primary, essential theatre means of expression in the context of the present day. "@lma @lter" is
syncretic, creative, strongly unconventional, open, daring and is also known as "The alive theatre".
The philosophy and the methodology of "@lma @lter" is based on the aesthetics, theory and
practice of the Bulgarian theatre reformer Geo Milev and probably is closest to the Grotowski's "Poor
theatre" principles. Theatre-laboratory "@lma @lter" is highly interactive - the audience is an active
participant in all the performances. Each performance of "@lma @lter" should be different from the
previous ones, because it is set on the principle of "happenning here, now, with these people".
"@lma @lter" has won recognition in the cultural life of the country as a unique place, where theatre
is not "produced", but born, where "Things happen" - categorical alternative to the (conventional)
theatre in Bulgaria.
Spring 2000 - The Sofia University Theatre is restored
06.01.2001 - the first performance - "Either-Or"
June-August 2002 - International project "Oro Bastonado" (Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro,
Macedonia, Albania)
08.12.2002 - Student Marriages I
March 2003 - International Theatre Festival "TEST!4" Zagreb
May 2003 - International Theatre Festival "Unithea" Frankfurt
September 2003 - Cairo International Festival for Experimental Theatre 2003
November 2003 - International Theatre Festival "Bunte Buhne" Shtutgart
08.12.2003 - Student Marriages II
26-27 March 2004 - 24 hours non-stop theatre marathon "Culture Or Death"
October 2004 - Cairo International Festival for Experimental Theatre 2004
08.12.2003 - Student Marriages III
26-27 March 2005 - 24 hours non-stop theatre marathon II
Performances:
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"Either-Or" or After Saturday Not Always Follows Sunday, "The chairs" not after Ionesco, "The
Non-birds", "The sufferings Of The Young Wretch", "Happening Of The Nothing", "Greenwild", "The
Impossible You, The Impossible Me", "White Square On A White Background", "Murder Game",
"The Speed Of Darkness I", "The Speed Of Darkness II", "destructportraiting, portraitinteracting",
"Jesus Christ Was A Suicide Too", "The Tempest GEO", "More Likely Never", "All That Broadway,
Broadway...", "My Non-my Madness", "Hamlet Or Three Boys And One Girl"
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